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Business Administration (MBA) from Harvard University.

a. Please describe your professional experience in the electric power industry.

A. I have been working in the solar industry for seven years, managing all facets

of project development and financing for utility scale solar projects. I have led the

negotiation and execution of more than fifteen qualifying facility ("QF") contracts for

solar generation in various states in the United States representing over one hundred and

forty (l40MW) megawatts of total capacity. Many of those included negotiation or

arbitration related to power purchase or energy sales agreement pricing and their related

avoided costs.

Please state your name and business address.

Erik A. Stuebe, 650 Townsend Street, Suite 315, San Francisco, CA 94103

Please describe your educational and training background.

I have a BA in Finance from the University of Minnesota and a Masters in

What is your current position?

I am the President of Ecoplexus, Inc. ("Ecoplexus").

In what business is Ecoplexus engaged?

Ecoplexus works in the development, design, engineering, construction, and

Are you testifying today on behalf of Ecoplexus?

Yes, I am.

Please summarize your testimony.

financing of solar energy systems for nonprofit, commercial, municipal, and utility

markets.
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A. Given my experience in the electric power industry and recent experience rn

attempting to secure PURPA contracts for solar Photovoltaic QFs with both Idaho Power

Company ("Idaho Power") and PacifiCorp dlblaRocky Mountain Power ("Rocky

Mountain Power" or "PacifiCorp") in Idaho. My testimony highlights the fact that while

each of the foregoing utilities may have petitioned the Commission on the basis of the

potential of too much "in territory" QF generation versus retail load, and the need to

ensure ratepayer indifference the reality is that each utility has a unique situation and the

Idaho Public Utilities Commission and ratepayers may be best served to have separate

outcomes or structures for each. Ecoplexus does not support the proposed change to a

shorter term for QFs and believe it's most practical to deal with the petitioning utilities'

concerns via contract structuring as opposed to contract term. We don't believe changing

the QF contract term address the issues raised by the petitioning utilities. Indeed, any

changes now to contract terms and additional viable renewable energy resources may

have negative consequences related to future Environmental Protection Agency ("EPA")

I l ld compliance requirements for Idaho. In regard to the petitioning utilities, we believe

that Rocky Mountain Power's situation is different than Idaho Power's and that they have

been engaged in an effort to stymie QF development in their territory altogether for some

time. This is supported by Rocky Mountain Power's treatment of Ecoplexus' fifteen

proposed QF project applications submitted to the utility between 2014 to the present.

Additionally, we believe Rocky Mountain Power's selective use of certain

information done so to draw incorrect conclusions about alleged ratepayer harm due to

QF development. Simultaneously, Rocky Mountain Power is turning a blind eye to the

benefits of a balanced amount of solar QF development in its territory -- benefits that
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1 could mitigate certain risks inherent to the utility's Preferred Portfolio as described in the

2 recently-released 2015 Integrated Resource Plan that is contained in Case No. PAC-E-I5-

3 04-01 (*20t5IRP").

4 Q. Please explain what you mean by Rocky Mountain Power's "selective use of

5 information" in its Petition under this Docket.

6 A. The basis for Rocky Mountain Power's Petition was nearly identical to that of

7 Idaho Power's: namely, that "Given the large quantity of existing and new QF requests,

8 and considering the uncertainties in projecting avoided cost rates out 20 years or more,

9 current Idaho avoided cost rates are adversely impacting retail customers." Petition at p.

10 7. Rocky Mountain Power states this influx of PURPA pricing requests as potentially

11 causing "irreversible harm to customers" due to potentially inappropriately priced

12 PURPA contracts that might "violate the ratepayer indifference standard and [the]

13 Commission's goal of protecting retail customers." Petition atp.22.

L4 In support of this Petition, Rocky Mountain Power presents data regarding both

15 executed PURPA contracts and PURPA pricing requests across its entire six-state system,

16 with I ,732MW of executed PURPA contracts and3,64l MW of PURPA pricing

17 requests, for a total of 5,373 total PURPA MW, representingT9% of PacifiCorp's (Rocky

18 Mountain Power's parent company) average retail load and 108% of PacifiCorp's

1,9 minimum retail load. On the surface, these figures could present cause for concern;

20 however, these raw numbers obfuscate certain facts.

2L a. Please explain what facts you're referring to.

22 A. First, this proceeding is in relation to Idaho -- not PacifiCorp's entire territory -

23 - and Rocky Mountain Power has significantly less PURPA obligations in Idaho. Rocky
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1 Mountain Power states that it has275.5 MW of proposed PURPA projects and 189.6

2 MW of "Idaho PURPA contracts already executed by PacifiCorp," for a total of 465.1

3 MW of "existing and proposed PURPA obligations in Idaho." Petition at p. 5. It is also

4 important to keep in mind that the gulf between a "proposed" project and an operational

5 project is exceptionally large. Even the number of "executed" PURPA contracts is not a

6 truly accurate reflection of PURPA obligations, given that the utility is only obligated to

7 pay for the power once the QF comes online, and there are still many potential pitfalls

8 that can cause a project to fail after signing a power purchase agreement.

9 Q. In your professional experience, what is the level of difficulty associated with

10 bringing a project to operation, even if it features a signed power purchase agreement?

1.L A. The level of difficulty is very high. A power purchase agreement is a large

12 piece of the puzzle, but, by no means, the only one. A project can still fail to be viable

13 from an interconnection standpoint. It could also fail to receive its required use permits.

1.4 There may also be issues uncovered during the site assessment process, such as

15 endangered species, that can't be cost effectively mitigated. The developer also has to

1.6 secure financing for the project, which is difficult for even those with a great deal of

17 experience in this area; not only must the project financials make sense, but the terms of

18 the power purchase agreement must be "financeable" by equity providers. All these

19 factors, along with proper energy, capacity and any ancillary services value pricing over

20 the term of the contract will more efficiently and effectively regulate the amount of

21. power that may actually come online versus a measure that will effectively kill all QF

22 development.
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1 Q. Do you believe the data Rocky Mountain Power presented regarding its QF

2 obligations accurately portrayed the current state of Idaho solar QF development in its

3 Petition?

4 A. No. Regardless of Rocky Mountain Power's stated PURPA obligations, the

5 fact remains that the utility, according to the recently released 2015 IRP, has not even a

6 single solar PURPA contract in Idaho. To our knowledge, and Rocky Mountain Power

7 has confirmed orally that Ecoplexus' proposed projects are the first QF solar generation

8 projects in their queue in Idaho. PacifiCorp states that it has 'oa total of 3l solar projects

9 under contract representin g 579 MW of nameplate capacity. Of these, fifteen projects

10 totaling 523 MW are new since the 2013 IRP Update." 20l5 IRP atp.65; Table 5.7 -

11 Non-owned Solar Resources. In reviewing these 579 MW of solar projects under

12 contract, all of them are sited in either Utah or Oregon -- not Idaho. The vast majority of

13 Rocky Mountain Power's stated PURPA obligations are wind QFs, which total 166 MW.

L4 2015 IRP at p. 65; Table 5.4 - Non-owned Wind Resources.

15 Moreover, Rocky Mountain Power, in its Petition, does not differentiate between

16 the types of technologies that qualify as a QF (e.g., wind, solar, biomass, cogeneration,

L7 hydro, etc.), nor does it opine on the unique benefits of each technology, particularly

18 distributed generation utility scale solar. Those benefits can include locational ones in

19 terms of less line losses, potential transmission and distribution upgrade expense

20 deferment, and reactive power supply or voltage stabilization.

21. a. Are there other ways in which solar QF development in Idaho could benefit

22 Rocky Mountain Power's ratepayers?
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A. Yes. In fact, by attempting to curtail PURPA development in Idaho, which 5-

year contract terms would in effect do, Rocky Mountain Power is exposing its ratepayers

to financial risks. Those include potential transmission constraint based costs, the

inherent volatility of natural gas prices, potential volatility in front office trading or

wholesale market costs or unexpected power hedging costs, and impending changes in

Federal policy with the Clean Air Act $ 1 I 1(d). Its ratepayers will further be exposed to

system reliability risks associated with both energy and capacity deficits as described in

Rocky Mountain Power's 2013 Integrated Resource Plan, along with questions regarding

the viability of Rocky Mountain Power's planned transmission line projects. All of these

risks could be mitigated by an appropriate, balanced amount of solar PURPA power

delivered to Rocky Mountain Power in Idaho under long-term (i.e.,20 year) contracts.

0. Please explain a bit more about EPA Rule I 1 I (d) and how ratepayers, the

utilities and the State of Idaho may be impacted?

A. In general, the EPA rules and compliance calculations will look more

favorably upon in state renewable energy sources. In the Idaho Governor's Office of

Energy Resources reply comments to the EPA for docket EPA HQ OAR 2013 0602 filed

on November 26,2014,the Governor's Office eludes to potential scenarios which could

create significant financial impacts for the State of Idaho, the utilities and ultimately their

ratepayers. "If the EPA requires Idaho to further reduce emissions, the EPA may

ultimately force Idaho to resort to energy sources that would increase overall carbon

intensity. As an example, if Idaho is required to comply with the rules as written, at least

one Idaho utility would be forced to; 1) operate its peaking plants more often, at a higher

cost to consumers and with greater emissions than its Natural Gas Combined Cycle
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1 ("NGCC") units; and2) rely on market purchases which can be costly, unreliable and

2 have unknown carbon profiles.

3 The Govemor's Office argues that hydro should be considered as a renewable

4 energy source. It is not very likely the EPA will allow this, as it has been firm on the

5 types of generation and their place in the new regulations from the start. There is not

6 enough political willpower to force a change nationally on that topic. This creates the

7 following potential scenario that the Governor's office points out. "Idaho proposes a

8 minimum target of 550 pounds of CO2 per MWh. For Idaho, this target emissions rate

9 would include NGCC generation at 70oh capacity factor to replace out of state coal

10 generation consistent with Building Block 2 of the proposed ruIe." Having to move more

\L baseload generation to in state thermal resources from the lowest cost loading order out

12 of state coal will just pressure retail electric rates. That will also increase ratepayers'

13 exposure to natural gas pricing which increases risk as has been pointed out by many

1.4 witnesses. Additionally if thermal plants, which are currently used as peakers or as load

15 following to hydro, have to be moved to serve baseload. What will serve peak loads cost

L6 efficiently? Solar, or solar plus storage is very well positioned to provide a valuable in

17 state peaking resource.

18 Ratepayers could be impacted in the following ways. If Idaho opts for a

19 "portfolio basis" approach and there is a compliance gap in any year the utilities with in

20 state generation will be required to go out and procure compliance instruments, those

2L may be RECs. These procurement costs would need to be passed on to ratepayers.

22 Conversely, if Idaho develops more in state renewable resources including solar, the

23 utilities will be in a position to potentially sell compliance instruments to other state's
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utilities that may be out of compliance. These revenues can help to keep retail rates

stable or be lowered. It is highly likely that renewable energy generation will have

greater value than just local energy and capacity in the future.

Finally, it is entirely likely that Idaho Power and Rocky Mountain Power may be

impacted in different ways. Rocky Mountain Power, having very limited in state

generation sources now would not have to take any of the brunt of any compliance issues

under either the portfolio approach or the individual sources approach proposed by the

EPA. Idaho Power has done more with solar QFs and renewable energy to date, yet they

will still be more exposed. The Commission should require that Rocky Mountain Power

increase its in state renewable energy generation capacity to better support the State of

Idaho and its other utilities in the upcoming EPA l l ld environment. It is also worth

noting that Rocky Mountain Power, under the currently proposed EPA rules, has the

choice to use its system wide RECs for compliance in any state it wants. It is not likely

they will use those on behalf of Idaho, as Washington and Wyoming have larger

compliance issues looming over them. Ecoplexus suggests the Commission should

consider including a REC or Compliance Certificate value in its QF contracts and

requiring that any in state QFs the utilities contract with must deliver the RECs to the

utilities. Finally, those can only be used in Idaho for EPA I I ld purposes.

a.

deficit.

Please describe, as you understand it, Rocky Mountain Power's stated capacity

A. According to its 2013 IRP, Rocky Mountain Power has a summer peak load

capacity deficiency that grows to 2,308 MW by 2022 with on-peak energy shortfalls first

appearing in 2018. Order No. 33105 at I . Rocky Mountain Power further reports that
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1 "during on-peak periods, the first energy shortfall appears in July 2018 and by 2022

2 available system energy falls short of monthly load in January, July, August, and

3 October." 2013IRP, Figure 5.5; OrderNo.330l5 at l.

4 a. Please describe for the Commission your experience with Rocky Mountain

5 Power related to your proposed solar QFs.

6 A. On October 21,2074, Ecoplexus submitted pricing requests for two 20 MW-

7 AC solar QFs, Idaho Falls PV1 and Bancroft PVl, to Bruce Griswold of PacifiCorp.

8 Additionally, on February ll,2015 Ecoplexus submitted a further four solar QF projects

9 totaling l30MW-AC. Those four projects were the specific ones that Rocky Mountain

10 Power cited in their Petition in this consolidated document.

1.L a. Did Mr. Griswold confirm receipt of the pricing requests?

12 A. Yes. Mr. Griswold responded on October 22,2014, asking if the proposed

13 projects were fixed-tilt or single axis, and provided indicative pricing letters in references

1.4 to the two projects on December 1, 2014. Confirmation was also given on the February

15 2015 pricing requests.

16 a. What were the contract terms and levelized prices contained in those indicative

17 pricing letters?

18 A. The contract term for both projects was for 20 years, commencing on October

19 30th,2016. The 2}-year nominal levelized price for Idaho Falls PVI was $48.00/MWh,

20 or $47.41 if the QF elected levelized pricing, due to the estimated degradation of the solar

21. generation equipment. For Bancroft PVl, the 20-year nominal levelized price was

22 $47 .7 6, or $47. I 8, if the QF elected levelized pricing. The terms provided for the

23 February 2015 project submissions were provided on March 25,2015 and had prices
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1 ranging from $32 to $34 on a levelized basis but only a 5 year contract term was

2 proposed.

3Q.

4A.

5

6

7

8

9

10

77 a.

72 A.

Did Ecoplexus request Energy Sales Agreements for its QFs?

Yes. In various phone calls during 2014 with Rocky Mountain Power,

Ecoplexus requested Rocky Mountain Power's Energy Sales Agreement ("ESA"). We

were told on all occasions that they don't have one for Idaho and they would need to

revise one from a different State. On December I l, 2014, having not received a draft by

that time, Ecoplexus requested Rocky Mountain Power's standard ESA which could be

applied to any project applications. The request was sent to both Mr. Griswold and Mr.

Paul Clements in PacifiCorp's Salt Lake City office.

13

14

15

16

Were the draft ESAs ever received?

No. Two months later, on February ll,2015 as part of additional project

applications, Ecoplexus again emailed Mr. Griswold and Mr. Clements to inquire about

the status of the Rocky Mountain Power ESA for all of its projects. Mr. Griswold

responded directly by saying that their attorney was "working on a draft PPA" and that he

expected to have us a draft for review "in the next two to three weeks."

19 Instead, during that time period, Rocky Mountain Power petitioned the Commission for

20 relief from its obligations to provide 2\-year PURPA contracting terms.

17 a.

18 A.

2t a.

22 A.

Did Rocky Mountain Power provide the ESAs within that time frame?

No. To date, no ESAs have ever been received from Rocky Mountain Power.

What was Ecoplexus' next course of action?

On March l0th, having never received an ESA from Rocky Mountain Power,

'wholly-owned
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1 special purpose entity, Fresh Air Energy II, LLC (FAE II), as the seller -- to Mr.

2 Griswold, accompanied by letters stating that FAE II had "unequivocally committed FAE

3 II to a legally enforceable obligation to sell the output of its generation to PacifiCorp over

4 the life of the ESA."

5 Q. What was the template you used for the ESA?

6 A. Since Rocky Mountain Power had failed to provision a draft ESA, Ecoplexus

7 used a recent Idaho PUC approved agreement as template; it incorporates what we

8 understand to be all of the contractual provisions required by the Commission for a solar

9 QF sited in Idaho.

10 a. What was the avoided cost rate and contracting term included in the ESA?

7L A. The levelized avoided cost rate was $72.15/MWh, and the contracting term

tz was for 20 years. The source of the $72.15/MWh avoided cost pricing was Idaho

13 Power's recently-approved IRP-based methodology rates found in Case No. IPC-E-14-20

1.4 (Application for an ESA between Idaho Power and Boise City Solar), ran as a surrogate

15 for Rocky Mountain Power.

1.6 a. What was the Scheduled First Energy Date and Scheduled Operation Date

!7 contained in the ESAs?

18 A. May I ,2016, and June 15,2016, respectively, for both QFs.

19 a. Did Rocky Mountain Power acknowledge receipt of the ESAs?

20 A. Yes. Mr. Griswold acknowledged receipt that day via email, on March 10,

21. 2015, stating that they will "review and revert."

22 a. Did Rocky Mountain Power provide a formal response?

Stuebe, Di l l
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1 A. Yes. On March 25,2014, Mr. Griswold sent a letter stating that PacifiCorp

2 denied that a Legally Enforceable Obligation ("LEO") existed base on the "unilateral

3 execution and delivery of the Idaho Power contracts." This letter was accompanied by

4 updated indicative pricing featuring proposed contracting terms of five (5) years.

5 Q. Do you believe that a LEO still exists between FAE II and PacifiCorp?

6 A. Yes. FAE II has unequivocally committed itself to sell the output of the

7 generation to PacifiCorp over the life of the ESA. Moreover, Ecoplexus continues to

8 develop the projects.

9 Q. What funher actions has Ecoplexus taken to substantiate its claim that a LEO

10 exists?

tL A. Ecoplexus has had executed site control agreements for both properties,

tZ submitted Interconnection Applications for the two projects, and commenced the use

13 permitting process.

L4 a. Is Ecoplexus/FAE II still on track to meet the Scheduled First Energy and

15 Schedule Operation Date deadlines contained in the ESA?

16 A. Yes.

17 a. Do you have any further information to share regarding Ecoplexus'

18 interactions with Rocky Mountain Power or Idaho Power as it relates to your projects?

19 A. No.
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